Adsorption of squaraine molecules to Au(111) and Ag(001) surfaces.
The adsorption of anilino squaraines, an important chromophore for the use in organic solar cells, to Ag(001) and Au(111) has been studied with scanning tunneling microscopy. Self-assembly into square building blocks with eight molecules per unit cell is revealed on the Ag surface, while no ordering effects occur on gold. The squaraine-silver interaction is mediated by the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens located in the center of the molecule. The intermolecular coupling, on the other hand, is governed by hydrogen bonds formed between the terminal isobutyl groups and oxygen species of adjacent molecules. The latter gets maximized by rotating the molecules by a few degrees against a perfect square alignment. A similar molecular pattern does not form on Au(111) due to symmetry mismatch. Moreover, the high electronegativity of gold reduces the directing effect of oxygen-metal bonds that trigger the ordering process on silver. As a consequence, only frustrated three-fold symmetric units that do not expand into an ordered molecular network are present on the gold surface.